
 

 

Hells Canyon Shuttle LLC 
800-785-3358   541-785-3370  

EMAIL: christina@hellscanyonshuttle.com 
EMAIL:  Diana@hellscanyonshuttle.com 

SHUTTLE CONTRACT 

LAUNCH DATE: _________________________ SHUTTLE FROM: _______________________________________ 

TAKE OUT DATE/TIME:_______________ (AM/PM) SHUTTLE TO: _____________________________________ 

NAME OF PERMIT HOLDER OR OUTFITTER: _______________________________________________________ 

NAME: ________________________________________________ 

ADDRESS: ___________________________________________CITY/ST/ZIP: _______________________________ 

BEST PHONE: ____________________________EMAIL: _________________________________________________ 

VEHICLE DESCRIPTION:    YEAR, MAKE, MODEL: _______________________________________________ 

COLOR: ____________________LICENSE PLATE: ________________ STATE ______  

FUEL DEPOSIT: $________________ TRAILER?   YES    NO 

KEY INSTRUCTIONS AT FINAL DESTINATION:  

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

(KEYS WILL BE LOCKED INSIDE, UNDER FLOORMAT IF NO INSRUCTIONS ARE NOTED ABOVE) 

I CERTIFY: The key given to Hells Canyon Shuttle LLC will lock and unlock the described vehicle _______and I have 

started the described vehicle with the key ______. Key to trailer is also available _______. (initial where applies) 

I CERTIFY: The alarm system is disabled _____ or the alarm system is operating and I have left appropriate control 

devices and instructions with the described vehicle_______. I have no alarm system________. (initial where applies) 

Permission is hereby given to drive the described vehicle as arranged. This vehicle is covered by public liability and 

property damage insurance that will cover this vehicle and the shuttle driver. The vehicle has at least $100 deductible 

collision and comprehensive insurance. If it does not, I understand that I am liable for charges resulting from any 

deficiency in coverage. I understand that the roads driven may be rough and poorly maintained. I will not hold Hells 

Canyon Shuttle LLC. responsible in any way for damage done to the described vehicle while en route or parked. If my 

vehicle (or trailer) is or becomes inoperable, unsafe, or unlawful to operate for any reason (including but not limited to: 

engine or mechanical failure, security system malfunction, ignition or gas cap key problem, no spare tire or tools, expired 

registration), I authorize Hells Canyon Shuttle LLC. to exercise the option on my behalf that I have selected below. I agree 

to pay for all reasonable expenses upon receiving my vehicle. Once my trip has begun, I understand the shuttle fee is non-

refundable. If my vehicle or trailer becomes inoperable (initial one):    

1) ______Tow and repair  2) ______Tow to the nearest town and do not repair  3) ______AAA/Towing info in glove box 

 
SIGNATURE: ______________________________________________________ Date: _________________ 

All vehicles must be backed in at the launch by the cliff.  All single vehicles parked on asphalt. 
 Thank you! 
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